Luxury is just a brushstroke away with ASIAN PAINTS’ ROYALE Luxury Emulsion and its range of wall paints. With an extensive range of 2200 lush shades and an exclusive designer collection of colours curated by the world-renowned designer Sabyasachi, the possibilities are innumerable.

Sit back and relax as Royale is the only paint emulsion in India equipped with a Teflon™ Surface Protector that makes it stain resistant and highly durable. It is a non-toxic, lead-free, low VOC and odourless paint that protects the walls from tough stains & harmful bacteria.

Beauty, protection, durability and ease, all rolled into one luxurious product for your luxurious home – ASIAN PAINTS ROYALE.
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Simplicity


Colours that are elegant and timeless.
Warms, Cool & Earthy
A bedroom can feel nurturing, meditative or uplifting, depending on what you pick – be it warm neutrals, cool neutrals or earthy tones. Add a texture or use colour-blocking for three different looks.

For texture, please ask to see a physical swatch sample or a texture patch on the wall for a more exact colour reference.

Textures may appear different in variable light conditions – especially metallics.

K236 Pinkish Beige N
Wall colour 1

K130 Badal N
Wall colour 1

K095 Terra Luna N
Wall colour 2

8563 Cane Beige
Wall colour 1

Wall Colour

Warm, Cool & Earthy
A bedroom can feel nurturing, meditative or uplifting, depending on what you pick – be it warm neutrals, cool neutrals or earthy tones. Add a texture or use colour-blocking for three different looks.

For texture, please ask to see a physical swatch sample or a texture patch on the wall for a more exact colour reference.

Textures may appear different in variable light conditions – especially metallics.

K236 Pinkish Beige N
Wall colour 1

K130 Badal N
Wall colour 1

K095 Terra Luna N
Wall colour 2

8563 Cane Beige
Wall colour 1

Wall Colour

Royale Play Safari Classic

BASE COAT
Apcolite Premium Emulsion 8566 Tree Bark

TOP COAT
Royale Play Safari 8566 Tree Bark

7936 Hacienda Clay
Wall colour 1

Wall Colour
Complement the Subtlety
Pick shades that are complementary to each other to give your space a touch of colour play. Pair an icy blue with the Royale Play Colourwash texture, peach with off-white or beige with stone grey to bring out the best in both without overpowering the room.

The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade references.

For texture, please ask to see a physical swatch sample or a texture patch on the wall for a more exact colour reference. Textures may appear different in variable light conditions – especially metallics.
Versatile Neutrals
Style your vintage space with a light tint of green, grey or off-white to add to its charming character.

8506 Dusty Trail
Wall colour

8234 Fleecy Coat
Wall colour

8418 Forest
Wall colour

8745 Misty Rose
Wall colour

8473 Oyster Grey
Wall colour

The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.
Fresh Pastels meet Soft Neutrals
All it takes for a simple space to come alive is placing a fresh pastel next to a soothing neutral.

Wall Colour

1. K158 Ethereal Sage N
Wall colour
2. J228 Winter Morn
Wall colour
3. K259 Subtle Mauve N
Wall colour
4. L160 Soft Silk
Wall colour

Wall Colour

1. 7386 Blank Slate
Wall colour
2. 9531 Soothing Silk
Wall colour
3. 7228 Winter Morn
Wall colour

Wall Colour

1. 9531 Soothing Silk
Wall colour
2. 7582 Green Sprouts

Stencils

French Riviera

Code: 10321556122
Stencil Size: 2ft x 2ft | 2 pieces
Design Size: 3.08 in (H) x 10.83 in (W)

Stencils

Design Size: 9.06 in (H) x 10.83 in (W)
The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.

For texture, please ask to see a physical swatch sample or a texture patch on the wall for a more exact colour reference.

Textures may appear different in various light conditions - especially metallics.

**Royale Book of Colours**

The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.

For texture, please ask to see a physical swatch sample or a texture patch on the wall for a more exact colour reference.

Textures may appear different in various light conditions - especially metallics.
Neutral colours anchor spaces that have noticeable decor elements, letting your decor take the centrestage. For the latest in colour, decor and styling trends, check out our ColourNext Decor Directions book.
Elemental


Lush colours for luxurious spaces.
The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.

Absorbing colours add depth to a space. Add texture to the wall, colourful fabrics and potted greens to layer the experience.
The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.
The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade references.

For texture, please ask to see a physical swatch sample or a texture patch on the wall for more exact colour references.

Textures may appear different in variable light conditions – especially metallics.

**Wall Colour**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour Code</th>
<th>Shade Name</th>
<th>Wall Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7429 Night Edition</td>
<td>Cedar Bark N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7429 Night Edition</td>
<td>Night Edition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASE COAT**
- Royale Luxury Emulsion 7523 Teal Blush

**TOP COAT**
- Royale Play 7429 Night Edition

**Wall Colour**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour Code</th>
<th>Shade Name</th>
<th>Wall Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7429 Night Edition</td>
<td>Night Edition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7429 Night Edition</td>
<td>Night Edition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BASE COAT**
- Royale Luxury Emulsion 7523 Teal Blush

**TOP COAT**
- Royale Play 7429 Night Edition

**WALLFASHION STENCILS**

**Diamante Dust**
- Code: 1032235-4122
- Stencil Size: 2ft x 2ft (2 pieces)
- Design Size: 18.16 in (H) x 20.11 in (W)
- Stencil Size: 2ft x 2ft | 2 pieces
- Design Size: 18.16 in (H) x 20.11 in (W)

**Stencil Colour**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Colour Name</th>
<th>Stencil Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X157</td>
<td>Green Ebony</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.

Pair dominant colours with dark brown or use a tone-on-tone application to make solitary spaces feel stylish. For a slight flourish, apply the Zari stencil in an interesting arrangement.
Emphasizing the Lines & Cuts

Intense colours like Passion Fruit, Burgundy Rosso and Imperial Blue emphasize the openings and cuts in the wall. A contrasting colour or texture to the inside wall creates interest in what lies behind.
INTENSELY CHARMING

For intricately layered spaces like homes, that are rich with memories, anecdotes and heirlooms, pairing lush classic colours with an antique decor gives the space a classic look. For trending colour & styling tips, check out the ColourNext Decor Directions book.
LOOK AT COLOUR THROUGH NEW EYES

Presenting Asian Paints Royale Designer Palette – a series of captivating shades handpicked by creative artists whose visual sense inspires and awes us. Our first designer palette reflects the colour aesthetic of fashion legend, Sabyasachi, whose lavish vision has transformed the runway with couture icons and interior decor with dazzling wallcovering masterpieces. Inspired by the colours of India’s floral splendour, heritage architecture and antique textiles, each shade reflects the signature Sabyasachi vintage feel, aristocratic tone and a timeless elegance.

Revel in 35 enthralling new ways to colour a home.
WHITE & CREAMS

A stunning room looks even sharper with perfectly neutral walls — not quite pink, coral or coffee — but hints of each, making warm tones look their best and filling a room with a beautiful energy.
GREYS & SIENNA

A neutral with an intriguing personality. This quiet, lustrous taupe flatters richer tones offering an elegant contrast and creates a cool, serene room experience.
**REDS & MAROON**

This deep, sensual hue adds rich depth to everything and accentuates lighter shades. There's a touch of red in its tone that hints at a sense of adventure.

![Image of reddish-brown wall and furniture]

**SA18 Baked Terracotta**

Wall colour: 40

**SA19 Ruby Rouge**

**SA20 Dalhousie Red**

**SA21 Madder Rose**

**SA16 Apricot cream**

**SA17 Tea Rose**

**SA15 Alabaster Blush**

**SA20 Dalhousie Red**

**SA21 Madder Rose**

**SA18 Baked Terracotta**

The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Royale Designer Palette shadecard with Exclusive Colours by Sabyasachi for exact colour reference.
OLIVES & OCHRES

Bold and gorgeous, yet plays so well with other shades, this luxurious emerald green paint expands the sense of space and overflows with new life.
EMERALDS & BLUES

Deep, vivid and radiant, emerald green evokes a strong sense of luxury while at the same time possessing a soothing effect. And blue? Always in style and universally loved!

- **Romani Green**
  - Deep, vivid and radiant, emerald green evokes a strong sense of luxury while at the same time possessing a soothing effect.
  - Always in style and universally loved!

- **Coromondel Indigo**
  - Deep, vivid and radiant, emerald green evokes a strong sense of luxury while at the same time possessing a soothing effect.
  - Always in style and universally loved!

- **Vintage Pistachio**
  - Deep, vivid and radiant, emerald green evokes a strong sense of luxury while at the same time possessing a soothing effect.
  - Always in style and universally loved!

- **Chutney Green**
  - Deep, vivid and radiant, emerald green evokes a strong sense of luxury while at the same time possessing a soothing effect.
  - Always in style and universally loved!

- **Betel Leaf**
  - Deep, vivid and radiant, emerald green evokes a strong sense of luxury while at the same time possessing a soothing effect.
  - Always in style and universally loved!

- **Pistachio**
  - Deep, vivid and radiant, emerald green evokes a strong sense of luxury while at the same time possessing a soothing effect.
  - Always in style and universally loved!

- **Crush**
  - Deep, vivid and radiant, emerald green evokes a strong sense of luxury while at the same time possessing a soothing effect.
  - Always in style and universally loved!

- **Iranian Turquoise**
  - Deep, vivid and radiant, emerald green evokes a strong sense of luxury while at the same time possessing a soothing effect.
  - Always in style and universally loved!

- **Betel Leaf**
  - Deep, vivid and radiant, emerald green evokes a strong sense of luxury while at the same time possessing a soothing effect.
  - Always in style and universally loved!

- **Romani Green**
  - Deep, vivid and radiant, emerald green evokes a strong sense of luxury while at the same time possessing a soothing effect.
  - Always in style and universally loved!

- **Coromondel Indigo**
  - Deep, vivid and radiant, emerald green evokes a strong sense of luxury while at the same time possessing a soothing effect.
  - Always in style and universally loved!
INDULGE IN THE WORLD OF ROYALE LUXURY EMULSIONS TO CREATE BEAUTIFUL HOMES

Asian Paints Royale Luxury Emulsions opens a world of beautiful possibilities. On offer is a range of products that deliver the most luxurious finishes through a variety of sheen variants, transforming your walls into a beautiful reality. These long-lasting paints are non-toxic, lead-free, low VOC, and odourless. They offer protection from tough household stains & harmful bacteria through select variants.
Peace

Colours for spaces that feel calming.

Rhythm & Blues
A monochromatic palette in fresh greens and a texture, gives rhythm to a space while purples and blues give it a sense of stillness.

Wall Colour

Amazon Trail
Wall colour

Royale Play Infinitex Square
Wall colour

BASE COAT
Apocillo Premium Emulsion
7871 Mid Day

TOP COAT 1
Royale Play Infinitex
7610 New Day

TOP COAT 2
Royale Play Protective Coat
Clear Coat

Wall Colour

Oracle
Wall colour

Princess Purple
Wall colour

Wall Colour

High Spirits
Wall colour

Ashberry
Wall colour

The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.

Textures may appear different in variable light conditions - especially metallics.

The information shown on the book is indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.
The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.

For texture, please ask to see a physical swatch sample or a texture patch on the wall for an accurate colour reference. Textures may appear different under different lighting conditions – especially metallics.

Foreground & Backgrounds
If the colour of the furniture in your room is striking, choose complementary colours or a cool grey that acts as a sophisticated backdrop to the setting.
Teals and in-betweens
Paint the adjacent wall in a green or blue to boost or quieten the vivacity of a teal coloured wall. Lilac on the other hand, can have a rejuvenating effect.

Wall Colour

7250 Pool Party
Wall colour

5744 Malhaar N
Wall colour

7608 Forest Canopy
Wall colour

7687 Still Blue
Wall colour

Wall Colour

7362 Skywatch
Wall colour

7582 Waikiki
Wall colour

Wall Colour

7208 Petal Soft
Wall colour

7342 Noble Purple
Wall colour

The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.
The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.

For texture, please ask to see a physical swatch sample or a texture patch on the wall for more exact colour reference.

Textures may appear different in variable light conditions – especially metallics.

Wall Colour

7854 Dolphin Dance
Wall colour

Royale Play Infinitex Fern
Wall colour

Wall Colour

Royale Play Infinitex Fern

BASE COAT
Apocolite Premium Emulsion
9218 Aqua Fresh

TOP COAT 1
Royale Play Infinitex
9218 Aqua Fresh

TOP COAT 2
Royale Play Protective Coat
9218 Aqua Fresh

Wall Colour

7688 Ivy League

WALLFASHION STENCILS

Feather

Code: 10322683122
Stencil Size:
21.71 cm x 21.71 cm (W)
M: 11.49 in (H) x 11.49 in (W)
S: 7.38 in (H) x 7.38 in (W)

Stencils may appear different in variable light conditions – especially metallics.

The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.

Asian Paints

Wall Colour

7854 Dolphin Dance
Wall colour

Royale Play Infinitex Fern
Wall colour

Wall Colour

Royale Play Infinitex Fern

BASE COAT
Apocolite Premium Emulsion
9218 Aqua Fresh

TOP COAT 1
Royale Play Infinitex
9218 Aqua Fresh

TOP COAT 2
Royale Play Protective Coat
9218 Aqua Fresh

Wall Colour

7688 Ivy League

WALLFASHION STENCILS

Feather

Code: 10322683122
Stencil Size:
21.71 cm x 21.71 cm (W)
M: 11.49 in (H) x 11.49 in (W)
S: 7.38 in (H) x 7.38 in (W)

Stencils may appear different in variable light conditions – especially metallics.

Asian Paints
Borders & Frames

Smartly apply highlight colours such that it frames the existing decor elements of the space. Use a stencil border to underscore the wall further.

The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.
Cool colours are often the perfect backdrop for pockets of silence and introspection like the work-from-home bedroom shown here. For the latest in colour, decor and styling trends, check out the ColourNext Decor Directions book.

Peacefully, working from home

SCAN THIS QR CODE TO DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE COLOURNEXT LOOKBOOK OR VISIT COLOURNEXT.ASIANPAINTS.COM
Expressive


Accent colours for spaces with personality.
### Royale Book of Colours

The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.

**Textures**
- Textures may appear different in natural light conditions - especially metallics.

### Wall Colour

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shade Code</th>
<th>Colour Name</th>
<th>Wall Colour</th>
<th>Base Coat</th>
<th>Top Coat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ON02</td>
<td>Warmstone</td>
<td>Wall colour 1</td>
<td>Royale Play Bamboo</td>
<td>Royale Luxury Emulsion 7912 Yellow Tulip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Royale Play Bamboo</td>
<td>Wall colour 2</td>
<td>Royale Play Bamboo</td>
<td>Royale Play 7806 Greenery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L126</td>
<td>Sugared Nut</td>
<td>Wall colour 1</td>
<td>Royale Play Bamboo</td>
<td>Royale Luxury Emulsion 7912 Yellow Tulip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X109</td>
<td>Mango Mood</td>
<td>Wall colour 2</td>
<td>Royale Play Bamboo</td>
<td>Royale Play 7806 Greenery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>684</td>
<td>Crusade N</td>
<td>Wall colour 1</td>
<td>Royale Play Bamboo</td>
<td>Royale Luxury Emulsion 7912 Yellow Tulip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X176</td>
<td>Konkan Green S</td>
<td>Wall colour 2</td>
<td>Royale Play Bamboo</td>
<td>Royale Luxury Emulsion 7912 Yellow Tulip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mind the accents.
Use stark contrasts to tell a story
or a single accent colour to become
the dominant wall of the room.
The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference. 

For texture, please ask to see a physical swatch sample or a texture patch on the wall for an exact match of colour and finish.

Textures may appear different in variable light conditions—especially metallics.
Creating some drama
Elements of decor like pendant lights and artworks draw our attention to a spot. Use expressive shades, colour-blocking, textures or stencils to heighten the dramatic effect.
The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.
A YOUTHFUL KIND OF LUXURY

Adding accent colours to one of the walls be it a minimalist or a maximalist room gives your space an unforgettable personality. For more ideas on how to add a pop of bold colour to your room, download a free copy of the ColourNext Decor Directions book.

EXPRESSIVE

TRENDING DECOR DIRECTIONS BY COLOURNEXT

SCAN THIS QR CODE TO DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE COLOURNEXT LOOKBOOK OR VISIT COLOURNEXT.ASIANPAINTS.COM
Soothing

Colours that are like a smile in the mind.

Soft like Cotton.
Joyful like Cotton Candy.
Mellow Marshmallows.
Romantic colours that make you feel like you’re floating among the clouds.
Directing your vision
Spaces like staircases and corridors naturally have lines that direct our vision. Use this to play with complimentary pastels or a texture on one of the walls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wall Colour</th>
<th>Wall Colour</th>
<th>Wall Colour</th>
<th>Wall Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8025 Popscicle</td>
<td>8032 Sugared Peach</td>
<td>8219 Lavender Hush</td>
<td>K084 Periwinkle Tinge N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall colour 1</td>
<td>Wall colour 2</td>
<td>Wall colour 1</td>
<td>Wall colour 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade references.
The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.

Textures may appear different in certain light conditions—especially metallics.

**Wall Colour**

7507 Baby Aqua
Wall colour ①

7864 Lemon Burst
Wall colour ②

**Royale Play Brushstrokes**

BASE COAT
Royale Luxury Emulsion
7347 Bird Bath

TOP COAT 1
Royale Play
7974 Orange Crown

TOP COAT 2
Royale Play
7357 Emphasis

TOP COAT 3
Royale Play
L192 Cream Pie
Muted pastels are considered soft and soothing and ideal for bedrooms – for that good night’s rest after a long day.
Playfully Charming

Fresh pastels like aqua, pink and a burnished yellow are best suited to spruce up spaces of a playful nature.

**Floral Fusion**

- **Wall colour**: Sunny Sands
- **Stencil colour**: Burnished Sun

**Design Size**: 23 in (H) x 23 in (W)

**Code**: 10321710122

**Stencil Size**: 2 ft x 2 ft | 6 pieces
The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.

For texture, please ask to see a physical swatch sample or a texture patch on the wall for a more exact colour reference.

Textures may appear different in variable light conditions—especially metallics.
FRESH COZY PASTELS

Pastels paired with sleek decor and metallic embellishments feel luxe yet comforting. For more ideas on how to use pastels innovatively, check out our ColourNext Decor Directions book.

SCAN THIS QR CODE TO DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE COLOURNEXT LOOKBOOK OR VISIT COLOURNEXT.ASIANPAINTS.COM
Vibrant

Colours that make your space warm and joyful.
Abundance and warmth.
Passion and energy.
Colours that pull us in, like bees to nectar.
Mixing Reds and Oranges
A space with antique decor can look regal when draped in shades of red and vermilion. Add a punchy colour like Aboli or Jaiphal Dust to balance the intensity or an evocative pattern like Royale Play Disc to enhance it.
Warmth & Abundance
Warm colours make a space feel intimate. Using the right shade can make your space look luxurious yet welcoming.

Wall Colour

7939 Yellow Gleam
Wall colour

8085 Scarlet
Wall colour

8505 Beige Accent
Wall colour

9887 Mosambi Yellow N
Wall colour

927 Radiant Peony N
Wall colour

9867 Mosambi Yellow N
Wall colour

8505 Beige Accent
Wall colour

Royaile Book of Colours

92

The shades shown in this book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.

For texture, please ask to see a physical swatch sample or a texture patch on the wall for a more exact colour reference. Textures may appear different in variable light conditions – especially metallics.

Warm colours make a space feel intimate. Using the right shade can make your space look luxurious yet welcoming.
One Room, Many Characters

A room can look like it belongs to a child, an adolescent or an adult, depending on how you treat the walls. Neutral shades and mature textures vs complimentary earthy tones vs bright contrasts can give the same room different characters.
Simplifying the Complexity
In order to amplify the effect of colour, simplify the decor and utilise the existing layering of walls to add interest to a space.
The shades shown in the book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos for exact shade reference.
FINDING POCKETS OF JOY

Warm colours are best suited for places that are a constant source of energy and celebration, much like the kitchen, the heart of the house, full of life, joy and love. For the latest colour and styling trends, check out the ColourNext Decor Directions book.

SCAN THIS QR CODE TO DOWNLOAD YOUR FREE COLOURNEXT LOOKBOOK OR VISIT COLOURNEXT.ASIANPAINTS.COM
Royale Book of Colours

Royale Paints

Interior Emulsions by Asian Paints

Royale Luxury Emulsion
Give your walls an exquisite luxurious appearance with Royale Luxury emulsion. Royale emulsions are the only paints in India to be equipped with Teflon™ Surface Protector, giving them high durability and washability.

Royale Shyne
Royale Shyne Luxury Emulsion is the perfect pick if you’re looking for a stylish finish for your walls. The paint radiates a higher sheen and gives a smooth and luxurious finish.

Royale Matt
Royale Matt is the best matt finish available in the market. When applied on walls, it provides a smooth matt finish with an elegant appeal.

Royale Glitter
Royale Glitter gives a glittery metallic finish. Apply this on your feature wall to showcase your taste with subtlety.

Royale Aspira
Royale Aspira is the international gold standard in paints. It is one of the most technologically advanced paints in the world. It imparts your walls with the Perfect smooth Finish that gives your walls a sophisticated luxurious look.

Royale Health Shield
A revolutionary indoor Anti-Bacterial paint, Royale Health Shield Luxury Emulsion is equipped with Silver Ion Technology which kills 99% of infection-causing bacteria on painted surfaces, thus providing a more hygienic environment at home.

Royale Health Shield Clear
Royale Health Shield Clear is a Multi-Surface Protective Clear Coat with Silver Ion Technology which kills 99% of infection causing bacteria on painted surfaces, thereby providing protection to frequently used surfaces in the home.

Asian Paints Royale Glitz
Luxury Emulsion is an Ultra Sheen interior paint which provides a rich luxurious finish to your walls. It also offers unmatched stain repellency to keep the walls beautiful.

ezyCR8 Health Shield Single Coat Luxury Emulsion
The all new Asian Paints ezyCR8 Health Shield Single Coat, from the world of Royale is a revolutionary and easy to use product that blends luxury and beauty with a single coat on your walls. With the added feature of Silver Ion Technology, it kills 99% of infection causing bacteria on painted walls.
Paint Care Tips

Refer Product Info Sheet
Refer product information sheet to know about product details & ensure the product is applied with the right painting system & methodology.

Before painting, prepare the surface
Ensure that the surface to be painted is free from any loose paint, chalky/powdery particles, dust, chalky or grease.

Any previous growth of fungus, algae or moss to be removed thoroughly before painting by vigorous wire brushing and cleaning with water.

Surface imperfections such as holes, dents, fine cracks are to be filled with crack filler, before painting.

When not to paint – pay attention to weather conditions
Ensure not to apply paint in extreme temperature or humidity conditions or with poor ventilation. Avoid painting below 10 deg C surface temperature or/and at humidity greater than 90%.

Using primer, basecoats and additional coats
Ensure that a primer or waterproofing basecoat is used before applying the top coat of paint for desired paint performance.

Ensure that horizontal surfaces like top of windows, ledges and other horizontal surfaces are painted with an additional coat for greater protection.

Apply 2-3 coats of paint till you get the desired hiding or opacity, especially in dark shades.

Caring for your wall
Cleaning
For the best performance of the paint, ensure proper washing and cleaning of all algal & fungal growth at regular interval of six months.

Removing Stains
For removing household stains of pencil, tea, coffee, crayons, turmeric, sketch pen etc, immediately use mild detergent solution with sponge to clean the stains.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT OUR WEBSITE:
www.asianpaints.com
/asianpaintsindia
/AsianPaints
/asianpaints
/asianpaints
A LUXURY SHADE GUIDE
WALL IDEAS THAT SET THE MOOD FOR EVERY SPACE OF YOUR HOME.

PEACE          SOOTHING
VIBRANT         ELEMENTAL
SIMPLICITY      EXPRESSIVE.
AND MORE >

Lead Free Guarantee
*All Asian Paints products do not contain any added lead, mercury, arsenic and chromium from April 2008.

Royale Book Of Colours (CR)
MRP (incl. of all taxes) ₹XXX
Net Qty 1N
PKD XX/2021

Manufactured by
Pragati Offset Pvt. Ltd.
17, Red Hills,
Hyderabad 500 004

Marketed by
Asian Paints Limited
Regd. Office:
6A Shantinagar,
Santacruz (E)
Mumbai 400 055

For more information, visit www.asianpaints.com
For feedback or complaints, write to Marketing Manager, Colour Marketing at Asian Paints Limited, 6A Shantinagar, Santacruz (E), Mumbai 400 055 or call on 1800 209 5678 (toll free) and email us at customercare@asianpaints.com

Disclaimer:
The shades shown in this book are indicative only. Please refer to Asian Paints Colour Cosmos / Colour Palette for exact shade reference. No part of this material may be reproduced or copied in any form or by any means (graphics, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, tapering or information storage retrieval system) or reproduced in any disc, tape, perforated media or other information storage device etc. without the written permission of Asian Paints Ltd.

All rights reserved. Copyright Asian Paints Ltd.
All disputes are subject to Mumbai jurisdiction only.

Scan this QR to download your free copy of Royale Book of Colours